Strain Induced Deep Electronic States around Threading Dislocations in GaN
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Combining through-focus high-resolution transmission electron microscopy and hierarchical multiscale simulations consisting of density-functional theory, analytical empirical potentials, and continuum elastic theory we demonstrate the existence of a new dislocation type in GaN. In contrast with all previously identified or suggested dislocation structures in GaN, all core atoms are fully coordinated; i.e., no broken bonds occur, implying that the dislocation should be electrically inactive. However, as we show, the giant local strain field around the dislocation core, in combination with the small lattice constant of GaN, causes deep defect states and thus electrically active edge dislocations independent on the specific core structure.
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Dislocations are important defects in semiconductors with strong effects on their electronic properties. A common approach to describe the effect a dislocation has on the electronic structure is to consider two separate regions: (i) the core region where bonds are broken, i.e., localized dangling bonds are present, and (ii) the local strain field around the core where atoms are fully (bulk-like) coordinated but slightly displaced with respect to their bulk positions. The core region—due to the presence of localized dangling bond states—is expected to induce deep states within the band gap (making the dislocation electrically active) while the strained region around the dislocation is assumed to give rise to only shallow levels. Consequently, it is commonly expected that removing the core dangling bond states by reconstructing the core (e.g., by forming new bonds or rehybridization) the dislocation becomes electrically inactive. This effect is considered to be crucial for device applications: electrically inactive dislocations do not act as non-radiative recombination centers and thus have no detrimental effect on optical properties such as luminescence.

A semiconductor well known to exhibit huge dislocation densities even in device quality material is GaN: Typically threading dislocation densities between $10^6$ and $10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$ are observed [1]. While the origin of these defects is well understood—they are caused by the lack of a suitable, i.e., thermally and lattice matched substrate—the electronic structure of these defects is still under debate. In particular, there are contradicting experimental and theoretical reports whether threading dislocations are electrically active or not [2–10]. In the present Letter we demonstrate by a combined theoretical and experimental analysis the existence of a new type of edge dislocation structure in GaN. A unique feature of the new structure compared to all previously identified structures is that all core atoms are fully coordinated (i.e., they are, as in bulk GaN, surrounded by four anions or cations). Thus, according to the standard picture of dislocations discussed above such a dislocation should be electrically inactive. However, this is not valid for edge dislocations in GaN: As we show the local strain field around the dislocation core in combination with the small lattice constant of GaN induces in this material deep defect states.

Let us first focus on experiment. The investigated 200 μm thick GaN layers were grown by hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) onto 6H-SiC substrates at a growth temperature of 1050 °C with a growth rate of about 0.06 mm/h. Transmission electron microscopy plan-view samples were prepared from these crystals close to the interface between SiC and GaN by standard techniques including mechanical grinding, polishing, and 4 keV Ar$^+$ ion milling with a liquid nitrogen cooling stage until electron transparency was reached. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) investigations were performed in a Philips CM300 UT microscope operated at 300 kV. For each dislocation a defocus series with defocus steps of 5 nm was taken including at least one contrast inversion. Figures 1(a) and 1(e) show the HR-TEM pictures of the same dislocation at two defocus values ($\Delta f = -23$ and $-63$ nm). In order to identify the core structure image simulations have been performed based on the EMS program package and using standard parameters for the Philips CM 300 UT (accelerating voltage 300 keV, spherical aberration $c_s = 0.64$ mm, beam semiconvergence angle 12.6 mrad, and defocus spread 10 nm). It is crucial for the comparison of experimental micrographs with contrast calculations to thoroughly determine the defocus used for imaging and local thickness of the specimen. The defocus values were
Atomic core geometries as calculated in previous density-functional theory studies \cite{5,6,7} have been used as input for the image simulations: The open core also named a 5/7 ring structure (see Fig. 2(c)) and respective contrast simulations in Figs. 1(d) and 1(h); the full core also named an eight-core structure (see Fig. 2(b) and respective contrast simulations in Figs. 1(c) and 1(g)) and the Ga- and N-vacancy structure (where undercoordinated Ga and N atoms have been removed from the full core structure). Comparison of the experimental image in Fig. 1(a) with the simulated contrasts Fig. 1(c) and 1(d) shows no correspondence. Thus the “classical” core structures fail to reproduce the experimental images observed in our samples and can be ruled out as structural models. In order to identify the core structure a theoretical analysis of the atomic geometry and the energetics is crucial. A challenge in performing such calculations is the large range of relevant length scales: While the core structure itself is rather localized the strain field is significant even far away from the dislocation. Previous studies on dislocations in GaN therefore focused on isolated aspects: Density-functional theory calculations \cite{5,7} give an accurate description but are restricted to rather small system sizes (a few hundred atoms) thus excluding part of the strain effects. Empirical potentials [e.g., Stillinger-Weber (SW)–type potentials] permit large scale calculations with 10^6 atoms; thus strain effects can be included, but the accuracy particularly near the core region is rather limited \cite{12,13}. Finally, continuum elastic theory gives the correct asymptotic limits but not an atomic description at all.

To overcome these deficiencies we have applied a multiscale approach which combines elements of all three approaches and which allows one to study a system describing a dislocation and its strain field, i.e., a system consisting of up to a few 10^6 atoms, with \textit{ab initio} accuracy. A detailed description will be given elsewhere \cite{14}. Here only key ideas of the approach are discussed.

The dislocations are described in a supercell geometry. Each supercell contains two edge dislocations with Burgers vectors of opposite sign. Based on the experimental data only threading dislocations with a core parallel to the [0001] axis and in the neutral charge state are considered. The dislocations are arranged in a “quadrupolar” configuration to ensure full symmetry (i.e., the net forces on each dislocation cancel) and to minimize dislocation-dislocation interaction \cite{15}. In a first step linear elastic theory \cite{16,17} is used to construct the initial geometry. Specifically, the known relation of the displacement field for an isolated dislocation \cite{16} is used to create by linear superposition the displacement field of a pseudoperiodic 12 × 12 dislocation array in quadrupolar configuration. The size of this array has been verified to be large enough to correctly describe the periodicity of a supercell.

In a second step the atomic structure of the supercell is created by mapping the displacement field onto the bulk structure. It is important to note that this procedure does not result in a unique atomic structure but that the structure depends on the choice of the origin of the dislocation within the bulk lattice. By choosing different values all previously studied structures of GaN dislocation cores have been constructed: the open- and full-core structures and their vacancy modifications \cite{5}. In addition, we obtain also the already mentioned four-core structure which has so far not been considered by \textit{ab initio} studies [Fig. 2(a)]. Using this approach we have constructed a systematic set of supercells with dislocation-dislocation distances ranging between 21 and 350 Å. The smallest cell consists of 108 atoms the largest of ≈60 000 atoms.

In a third step we use Stillinger-Weber–type empirical potentials \cite{18} to calculate total energy and atomic forces.
for all these structures. By relaxing the atomic geometry (until the forces on all atoms are \(<10^{-3} \text{ eV/Å}\)) the (local) equilibrium configuration for each system is achieved. For the smaller cells (consisting of up to 144 atoms) equivalent calculations have been performed employing \textit{ab initio} density-functional theory. Specifically, the generalized-gradient approximation [19], a plane-wave basis set (energy cutoff 50 Ry), and soft Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials [20] have been used. The Brillouin zone was sampled by a \(1 \times 1 \times 2\) Monkhorst-Pack mesh [21]. Details about the method and convergence checks can be found elsewhere [22,23].

In order to identify the energetically most favorable core structure we have calculated for all core structures the dislocation formation energy:

\[
E_f = \frac{1}{2}L_z \left[ E_{\text{tot}}(\text{disl}) - E_{\text{tot}}(\text{bulk}) \right].
\]  

(1)

Here, \(E_{\text{tot}}(\text{disl})\) is the total energy of the supercell containing the two dislocations after atomic relaxation, and \(E_{\text{tot}}(\text{bulk})\) is the total energy of GaN bulk consisting of the same number of atoms as the dislocation supercell. \(L_z\) is the length of the supercell along the dislocation core (i.e., along [0001]), and the factor 1/2 takes into account that there are two equivalent dislocations per supercell.

The relevant stability as a function of dislocation-dislocation separation for all three edge dislocation structures (full, open, and four core) is shown in Fig. 3. The full-core structure is used as a reference. The figure contains two major pieces of information: (i) the slope of the energy dependence (which describes the defect-defect interaction) and (ii) the absolute value (which represents the energy of the inner core region). Since (i) is mainly realized by elastic interaction it should be well described by the empirical potentials. The inner core region, however, relevant for (ii) is characterized by broken bonds, a situation for which empirical potentials are commonly not well suited and \textit{ab initio} calculations become mandatory. We therefore use the results for the largest \textit{ab initio} calculated supercell (the 144 atom cell) to shift for each dislocation type the empirical potentials. The shift is small [2 (24) meV/Å for the full- (open-) core structure] indicating the high quality of the empirical potential.

In order to verify the accuracy of the multiscale approach Fig. 3 can be divided into four different regions. The first region (I) allows a direct comparison between \textit{ab initio} and empirical potential calculations. As can be seen the error is negligible \((0.069 \text{ and } -0.018 \text{ eV/Å for the open- and the four-core structure, respectively})\) compared to the actual energy difference between the core structures. In the third region (III) the energy dependence becomes independent from the dislocation distance which is the expected behavior when linear elastic theory applies. This region connects empirical potentials with elastic theory and thus can be used to extrapolate the formation energy to experimentally relevant dislocation densities. Finally, the second region (II), accessible by empirical potential calculations only, bridges between the first (\textit{ab initio} microscopic) and the third (experimentally relevant macroscopic) zone. The multiscale analysis (Fig. 3) clearly shows that for stoichiometric and neutral dislocations the open core is the most stable structure. This result is in contrast to the assignment based on the image simulations where the four-core structure had been identified (see Fig. 1). We have therefore tested the effect various mechanisms (such as charging the defect, passivation of dangling bonds by hydrogen, or strain) may have on the relative stability of the three investigated core structures. In order to test the dependence on strain we calculated the formation energy of the dislocations in large supercells (dislocation separation \(\sim 177 \text{ Å}; = 10^4\) atoms) where linear elastic theory applies for varying strain parameters. The relative energy of the open-core structure with respect to the full- and four-core structures dramatically changes when going from compressive to tensile strain: While the open-core structure is the most stable structure for compressive and zero strain conditions, the four-core structure becomes energetically most favorable for a tensile strain larger than \(\approx 0.015\) (see Fig. 3). Actually, HVPE-grown material as investigated here is well known to be under significant tensile strain [24,25], and we therefore tentatively assign the stabilization of the four-core struc-

\[
\text{FIG. 3. Relative formation energies per dislocation as a function of dislocation separation (lower axis) and dislocation density (upper axis). The formation energy of the full-core structure has been used as reference energy. The symbols mark the calculated energies: \textit{ab initio} calculations (cycles), shifted (squares), and unshifted empirical potentials (triangles). The open and filled diamonds give the relative formation energy if the dislocations are formed in a strained host. The value \(\varepsilon\) gives the corresponding strain (positive/negative values indicate compressive/tensile strain). The vertical solid lines separate the four zones discussed in the text. Alignment shows the cell size for which the \textit{ab initio} and the empirical potential calculations have been aligned.}
\]
tecture as a consequence of significant tensile strain in the sample. Furthermore, the effect of Ga and N vacancies on the stability of the dislocation core has been considered. We find that for highly compensated GaN and medium to N-rich growth conditions (as characteristic for HVPE) vacancy formation is highly endothermic. Under these conditions defect concentrations are too small to affect dislocation energetics or structure [14].

Using the results from the ab initio calculations we have analyzed the electronic character of the different dislocation cores. An analysis of the total density of states clearly showed that all cores have states in the band gap and are thus electrically active. This is the expected behavior for the open- and full-core structures since both have broken bonds in the core region. Indeed, the existence of these states has been reported also in previous density-functional theory studies [6,7]. For the four-core structure, however, which is completely reconstructed and where no broken bonds exist, this behavior is fully unexpected. In order to identify the mechanism inducing this state the corresponding defect wave function has been analyzed [Fig. 2(a)]. As can be seen the state is characterized by orbitals between two Ga atoms and similar to the states forming the metallic bonds in bulk Ga. The origin of this state is (i) the large local strain field in the vicinity of the dislocation line and (ii) the small lattice constant characteristic for GaN (the lattice constant of GaAs, e.g., is larger by 20%). Both effects result in a Ga-Ga separation of 2.74 Å which is close to the bond length in bulk Ga (2.44 Å) [26].

It is interesting to note that the strain-induced formation of empty bond states is not restricted to the four-core structure but appears to be a general feature of all α-type dislocations in GaN [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)]. Indeed, recent experimental studies showed the appearance of states at an energy of 3.2 eV above the valence band edge [27], which is in excellent agreement with the energetic position we find from our calculations. The main difference between the fully coordinated four-core structure and the other core structures is that in the latter case also the dangling bond orbitals clearly contribute to this state.

In conclusion, combining an ab initio based multiscale approach, HR-TEM, and image simulations, we have identified a novel core structure for dislocations in HVPE-grown GaN. Despite the fact that the core is fully reconstructed the electronic structure clearly shows the existence of deep dislocation related states. This result is in contrast to the classical picture of dislocations according to which the existence of deep states is related to the presence of broken bonds (and thus undercoordinated atoms) in the dislocation core. An analysis of the deep electronic states showed that they are related to the giant local strain field around a threading dislocation in GaN which is strong enough to induce a partial metallization in the form of metallic-like Ga-Ga bonds. It is crucial to note that in contrast to the classical picture, where deep electronic states can be removed by reconstructing the core, strain-induced deep states are rather insensitive to the specific core reconstruction and prevail even for fully reconstructed core structures.
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